Abstract. Three hybrid data based model construction/pruning formula are introduced by using backward elimination as automatic postprocessing approaches to improved model sparsity. Each of these approaches is based on a composite cost function between the model fit and one of three terms of A-/D-optimality / (parameter 1-norm in basis pursuit) that determines a pruning process. The A-/D-optimality based pruning formula contain some orthogonalisation between the pruned model and the deleted regressor. The basis pursuit cost function is derived as a simple formula without need for an orthogonalisation process. These different approaches to parsimonious data based modelling are applied to the same numerical examples in parallel to demonstrate their computational effectiveness.
Introduction
Associative memory networks (such as B-spline networks, radial basis function (RBF) networks and support vector machines (SVM)) are widely used in nonlinear modelling applications , Brown and Harris 1994 , Murray-Smith and Johansen 1997 , Vapnik 1998 . A fundamental topic in system identification is the construction of a sparse model that best represents the underlying dynamics from noisy measurement data. Typically the problem is configured and solved in a forward regression or backward elimination manner by selecting a subset from a full model set that consists of a large number of features, e.g. the outputs of hidden nodes of an associative memory network. Forward orthogonal least squares (OLS) algorithm (Chen et al. 1989 , Chen et al. 1999 , Orr 1993 ) is a more popular approach than backward elimination because it is selfcontained and more efficient than a complete backward elimination procedure that eliminates regressors from a full model, in particular when the full model is very large. Note that backward elimination as a postprocessing procedure is computationally affordable, and this can be used to form hybrid approaches to prune a model that is identified via other approaches (Hong and Billings 1997) . In this manner, an identified model with some structural redundancy is subject to backward elimination for improved sparsity. Conventional forward (backward) approach includes (removes) a model regressor one at a time based on largest improvement (least deterioration) in model fit. Optimum experimental designs have been used (Atkinson and Donev 1992) to construct smooth network response surfaces based on the setting of the experimental variables under well controlled experimental conditions. In optimum design, model adequacy is evaluated by design criteria that are statistical measures of goodness of experimental designs by virtue of design efficiency and experimental effort. Quantitatively, model adequacy is measured as function of the eigenvalues of the design matrix. Recently variants of the forward OLS algorithms have been introduced by modifying the selective criteria to include A-and D-optimality in forward regression Harris 2001, Hong and , in which, structure optimality in design theory are combined with the well known system identification algorithm to form hybrid approaches applicable to associative memory networks neural networks modelling.
In order to achieve improved model sparsity, an overcomplex model determined via some identification method can be then pruned (Reed 1993) . The model structural pruning is also important as a mechanism for improved generalization. Extending previous work Harris 2001, Hong and to backward elimination leads to alternative postprocessing approaches to prune an identified model. Even a model constructed via forward regression can gain extra sparsity, because a regressor selected in a forward manner may become insignificant at a later stage and can then be removed. Alternatively a sparse model can be achieved by using a basis pursuit cost function to derive parameters (Chen et al. 1999 , Orr 1993 , Chen et al. 2001 , Efron et al. 2003 . Model sparsity may be achieved through parameter estimation via constrained optimization that penalizes the norm of parameter vector, as used in SVM (Vapnik 1998) . The optimal parameter solutions would derive some parameter estimate as zero. This is equivalent to some regressors removal from the model. The basis pursuit cost function contains a 1-norm term, and its optimality is characterized by some zero parameters in the model but not a large number of parameters with near zero values (Chen et al. 2001) .
In this paper three simple pruning formula are introduced for linear-in-the-parameters models such as associative memory networks . The similarity of these approaches is that each is based on the balance between the model fit and one of three alternative pruning approaches of A-/D-optimality /(parameter 1-norm in basis pursuit) in order to determine a pruning process. Such a balance Harris 2001, Hong and means that the backward elimination processes will be terminated automatically (this is also true for basis pursuit cost function based pruning as shown in this study). The A-/D-optimality based pruning formula contains some orthogonalisation between the pruned model and the deleted regressor. By derivation the pruning formula of basis pursuit cost function is shown to be an extremely simple formula without need for an orthogonalisation process. Numerical examples are applied to demonstrate the relative effectiveness of these approaches.
Problem formulation
A linear-in-the-parameters model (e.g. radial basis function (RBF) neural network, B-spline neurofuzzy network) can be formulated as (Harris et al. 2002, Brown and Harris 1994) is an uncorrelated model residual sequence with zero mean and variance of
C is number of regressors in the model. (1) can be written in the matrix form as
where
is the output vector,
is the residual vector, and E is the regression matrix
, where
. (1) can be written as 
S
, from model (2) can be calculated as the increment of error variance (IEV) (Hong and Billings 1997) , given by
(6) can also be written as
by denoting an auxiliary parameter vector
, and an auxiliary regression matrix
, with a subspace orthogonality property given by
where¨is a zero vector with appropriate dimension. It is natural to consider model subset selection from an initial model base with C regressors in the framework of the optimal experiment design. If
is nonsingular, then for the least squares parameter estimator
where the matrix
is called the design matrix. Consider the application of experimental design criteria in the context of model subset selection. In this section we initially introduce the concepts of experimental design criteria including A-optimality and D-optimality based on using a fixed sized subset. The subset model is constructed from the full model with regression matrix by using 
It is well known that a model based on least squares estimates tend to be unsatisfactory for a near illconditioned regression matrix (or design matrix). The D-optimality criterion (Atkinson and Donev 1992) inherently improves model robustness by favoring model with good design matrix condition.
Backward elimination approaches
Conventional backward elimination removes a model regressor one at a time based on the least deterioration in model fit, i.e., for an identified model given by (1), it can be pruned by removing the regressor which produces the smallest value of
The procedure is repeated for
steps, until some stopping criterion is satisfied to derive a model with
) step of procedure, the pruning is operated on a previous model with
In the following, three variants of the backward elimination approaches are introduced, based on experimental design criteria (A-and D-optimality) and basis pursuit parameter optimization cost function respectively.
Backward elimination approaches using experimental design criteria

Backward elimination based on A-optimality
In experimental design (Atkinson and Donev 1992 ),
is called a design matrix. The A-optimality criteria minimizes the sum of variance of least squares parameter estimates, i.e. the trace of the covariance matrix via (13). Consider a model given by (10) with auxiliary parameter vector u and regression matrix ¥ , the trace of the covariance matrix cov
where trace
is the sum of variance of least squares parameter estimates based on the model after the 
Backward elimination based on D-optimality
The D-optimality criteria maximizes the determinant of the design matrix
. The relation between ¥ and E can be expressed as
Substitute (11) into (18) while applying
Since the maximization of the determinant of the design matrix
is equivalent to the minimization of the left hand side (21), the reduction to left hand side of (21) . In the above proposed algorithms, the orthogonalization scheme is different from that of Harris 2001, Hong and . In forward orthogonal least squares (Chen et al. 1989 , Chen et al. 1999 , the regressors in the model are orthogonal to each other, but for backward elimination approaches introduced above, each model regressor is made orthogonal to a subspace spanned by the model after this regressor is removed (
E d ce Sf
Backward elimination by using basis pursuit
By replacing the 2-norm term in ridge regression that regulates parameter estimates vector with a 1-norm term, the derived parameter estimates is called basis pursuit parameter estimates (Chen et al. 2001) . The 1-norm parameter regularization via basis pursuit is connected to linear programming (LP) (Chen et al. 2001) , i.e. the problem can be configured as a standard form of constrained optimization problem. By using some parameter searching strategy for the basis pursuit based parameter cost function can lead to a sparse model (Chen et al. 2001) , because the optimization of basis pursuit cost function will result in some parameters as zeros (Chen et al. 2001) . A feasible strategy to sparsify the model is via backward elimination to remove regressors one at time by maximizing the reduction in the basis pursuit cost function, while maintaining feasible parameters based on least squares for the pruned model, until the model structure is sufficiently small. Consider the parameter vector
based on regression matrix ¥ . The basis pursuit cost function in this paper is defined by
¢ is the basis pursuit parameter constant (Chen et al. 2001) . Due to the orthogonality between E ! ce Sf and h S , substituting (6) into (23) yields 
Substituting (7) into (25), followed by applying (5) and (8) to yield (26) is that it does not obviously contain the orthogonalised regressor h S
, and the algorithm does not need an orthogonalisation. Generally for a model identified via least squares that is subject to backward elimination, S is directly available as the current model parameters. This makes the coding of backward elimination procedure via basis pursuit extremely simple.
Note that as a postprocessing procedure designed to prune to a model with sufficient approximation capability, the range of the ¦ , and ¢ should be quite easily set, such that a model with sufficient approximation capability can be pruned without loosing too much on approximation capability. If these parameters are too small, then pruning processing won't start. If these are too large, the model MSE will increase too much during pruning. Experience has shown that a model with sufficient approximation capability can be pruned and terminated before a large deterioration in model fit for a range of ¦ , and ¢ , respectively, i.e. the pruning results are not particular sensitive to the these values in a large range Harris 2001, Hong and .
Numerical examples
Here we consider two characteristic modelling problems a) data based prediction and b) nonlinear dynamic modelling to illustrate the efficacy of the three approaches.
Example 1. Consider the Benchmark diabetes data set (Efron et al. 2003) . There are ten input variables of measurements of age, sex, body mass index, average blood pressure, and six blood serum measurements. The output variable is response of interest, a quantitative measure of disease progression one year after the input measurements were obtained. For comparison, the same normalization used in (Efron et al. 2003 ) was applied in this study (the variance of the output is ¡¢£ , and each of input vectors has zero mean and unit length). The three proposed backward elimination approaches were applied separately to a full linear regression model with ten input variables to predict the response, with In Figure 1 , the model MSE were plotted versus the pruning steps. All of them converge to the same MSE after 6 regressors were removed, after following some different paths, as shown in Table 1 . Each procedure can be automatically terminated via detecting the sign change in maximum values of
(from positive to negative). As indicated in Figure 1 , the stopping point is typified prior to a sudden increase in MSE. After deleting 5 common regressors via separate backward elimination, the model is pruned as the same structure with a set of regressors Example 2. Backward elimination to postprocess a model derived by D-optimality based forward orthogonal least squares algorithm . Consider a nonlinear discrete dynamical system based on the rational model , to derive models with comparable final sizes. In Figure 2 , the model MSE were plotted versus the pruning steps. Each procedure can be automatically terminated via detecting the sign change in maximum values of
(from positive to negative). After following different paths, for A-/D-optimality based algorithms 5 regressors were removed, and for basis pursuit based algorithms 6 regressors were removed, as shown in Figure 2 , where the stopping point is one step later. The index of these removed regressors and when they were removed are list in Table 1 . Clearly there are some common regressors that are removed for different approaches. The pruned models have very similar MSE and sparsity. (For basis pursuit approach, the MSE is slightly worse). For 3 derived models gives
. The effects of these backward elimination pruning approaches to the model as in demonstrated in Figure 3 is that all these approaches are successful in gaining extra sparsity yet maintain sufficient approximation capabilities. 
Conclusions
In this paper, several variants of the backward elimination approach have been introduced as an automatic postprocessing procedure that can be used in improving model sparsity in data based approaches. Composite or hybrid cost functions have been introduced to determine model pruning in a backward elimination manner, based on A-/D-optimality, and basis pursuit. These approaches take some similar "learning" patterns by derivation via a subspace orthogonalisation between each regressor and pruned model. It is shown that the newly introduced basis pursuit cost function based approach uses a simple formula without a need for any orthogonalisation. The model structural pruning process is important as a mechanism for improved generalization. For an identified model with linear-in-the-parameter structure and sufficient approximation capability, the proposed algorithms can be applied as an additional post processing procedure to improve model sparsity.
